CMD STUDIO 2A

Ultra-Portable Dual-Deck DJ MIDI Controller with 4-Channel Audio Interface

- Complete DJ setup in-a-box including dual-deck DJ controller with built-in audio interface and voucher for rock-solid Image-Line Deckadance* LE software
- Versatile touch-sensitive jog wheels allow for pitch bending and natural scratching
- Complete mixer section with crossfader and 2 channel faders, 3-band EQ, cue, library navigation and track load buttons
- Powerful 4-channel USB audio interface with 24-bit converters and ultra-low latency operation under Windows* and Mac* OS X* operating systems
- Backlit buttons make it easy to work in the dark
- 45 mm crossfader and channels faders for a natural DJ-friendly feel
- Highly-portable, low-cost DJ control solution for computer-based devices
- USB bus-powered - no external power needed
- Class-compliant MIDI protocol enables plug-and-play with any MIDI software
- Slim tabletop design for ultimate portability
- 3-Year Warranty Program**
- Conceived and designed by BEHRINGER Germany

The compact and ultra-portable CMD STUDIO 2A lets you create moods on the fly. Up your performance game with its fluid feel and the professional features of this dual-deck DJ MIDI controller with 4-channel audio interface. Because you’re really good at what you do, only the smoothest touch-sensitive jog wheels can provide the kind of pitch bends and scratching that has made you a living legend – or will soon! With the CMD STUDIO 2A – you’ll own the night!

A Complete Solution

This complete DJ in-a-box setup includes an incredible dual-deck DJ controller with built-in audio interface and rock-solid Image Line Deckadance 2 LE software. The mighty STUDIO 2A has all your bases covered. With two decks, you can connect your computer and MP3 player and take advantage of your digital library to really rock the house. We’ve also included a voucher for Image Line’s powerful Deckadance 2 LE software, so you can start building incredibly dynamic sets – with the speed and ease only available from a world-class control surface, such as the CMD STUDIO 2A.

---

*Deckadance is a registered trademark of Image-Line Software BVBA. Mac and OS X are trademarks of Apple Inc. Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and other countries. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Their use neither constitutes a claim of the trademark nor affiliation of the trademark owners with MUSIC Group. Product names are mentioned solely as a reference for compatibility, effects and/or components.

**Warranty details can be found at music-group.com.
Get Lost in the Feel
The STUDIO 2A’s large, touch-sensitive jog wheels give you a smooth, professional feel. This is one of the most expressive elements of any controller – and our jog wheels provide the kind of control you need for natural-sounding scratching and nudging. STUDIO 2A’s high-precision jog wheels also offer the ultimate control over pitch-bends, so you can create powerful mixes that are guaranteed to keep the party going strong!

Find the Groove That Moves Them, Fast!
The incredible STUDIO 2A lets you experience the very same workflow, feel and features found on high-end controllers. Its complete mixer section with crossfader and 2 channel faders, 3-band EQ, cue, library navigation and track load buttons gives you total control over your DJ software. Built-in navigation lets you surf through your library at super-human speed, so you’re instantly able to shift the party into high gear!

Built-In Audio Interface
We built a powerful 4-channel USB audio interface into the STUDIO 2A, so you’re ready to go! With the highest-quality 24-Bit converters and ultra-low latency performance under Windows and Mac OS X, your music will sound amazing!
Light Up the Night
See your groove come to life in brilliant color with STUDIO 2A's backlit buttons. No matter how intimate the lighting in the club, you'll always land on the right button for all functions and thanks to the intuitive layout, all knobs, faders and jog wheels will instantly feel like home. You'll feel the music flow through your fingertips, as you sync beats and launch cues with the push of a button – and you'll spend much less time looking at your computer screen!

Plug & Play
Go from opening the box to rocking a crowd in mere minutes with the STUDIO 2A's lightning-fast, class-compliant USB plug and play setup. Completely powered by USB, the STUDIO 2A connects in seconds and frees you from time-consuming cable hookups – so you can get your show on faster!

The Complete Package
The STUDIO 2A gives you total control of your music in a compact dual-deck controller with backlit buttons, touch-sensitive jog wheels, 45 mm crossfader and channel faders, 8 hot cues and library navigation buttons. In addition, we top it all off with Image Line's rock-solid Deckadance 2 LE software!

So, whether you're looking for your first controller, or stepping up to the maximum functionality in a take-everywhere compact rig, grab the CMD STUDIO 2A and your laptop – and let's get this party started!
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You Are Covered
We always strive to provide the best possible Customer Experience. Our products are made in our own MUSIC Group factory using state-of-the-art automation, enhanced production workflows and quality assurance labs with the most sophisticated test equipment available in the world.

As a result, we have one of the lowest product failure rates in the industry, and we confidently back it up with a generous 3-Year Warranty program.
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